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Abstract

Doignon & Falmagne as well as the ABSYNT project work in the field ol lntelligent

Computer-Aided lnstruction. Bolh groups us€ AND-OR-graphs lor knowledg€

represenlation. Doignon & Falmagne represent observable empirical data and use

it tor the assessment ol lhe student's cunent knowledge stale. The ABSYNT proj€cl

represents th€ results ol a task analysis of the given domain and us€s it lor the

generation of adaptive helps. This r€port shows the dilferenl kinds of knowledge l0

be represented and the different applications. The comparison gives an impression

of how wide the area of useful applications ol AND-OR-graphs can be.

The Related Wolk of Doignon & Falmagne

Overvigw

The work of Doignon & Falmagne, as lar as reported in lDoignon & Falmagn€

19861, is aimed at providing a {ormalism which allows to assess a stud€nl's

knowl€dge state with as f€w questions as possiblo. From the domain to be learned

Doignon and Falmagne oxtract possible knowledge states of th€ learners Evgry

such knowledge state is associat€d with a s€l of questions (exercises) which should

be answered correctly by a student mastering that knowledge state. ln lhe sady

work lhe knowledge states are ordered in an AND-OR-graph, so that the paths

through this graph repr€sent possible sequ€nces ot knowledge states during thE

learninq process (cf. IDoignon & Falmagne 19851). These AND-OR-graphs will bs
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described in delail in lhe nsxt section. Laler on Doignon and Falmagne developgd
a formalism, that accounts for possible inconsistencies in the student's behaviour,
which may arise from lucky guesses and careless €rrors (cf. lFalmagne & Doignon
1s861).

'1.2. The AND-OR-Graph

Specific possible knowledge stat€s are ordered in an AND'OR"graph, such that a
surmise relation holds: il a concept represented by an AND-node is mastered all its
subordinate conc€pts will be mastered, too. ll a concept represented by an OR-
node is mastered, at least one of its subordinatg concepts will be mastEred, too.

Five exercises from the fi€ld of elementary combinatorics and probability are
inlroduced in lDoignon & Falmagne 19851 which should be mast€red by sludents al

dilfersnt l€vels ol competence.

a) Letp b€ lhe probability of drar ing a Ild bdl iD some um. What is the probability of
observing at least one rcd ball in a random sanple of n ba[s, if the sr.rnpling is donc with
rcplacement? Ci!€ the formula.

b) What is the Fobability of the joiot rcalization of r intlepenalent cvents, each of which

has a Fobability equal to p?

c) Cive the fomula for the binominal coofficient (?). Pcrform the computation for I = 7

and ,t - 5.

d) In the cxpedments ol Ploblem (a), what is ihe plobabilig of observing exactly t rEd

balls? Cive dre forEula, snd Pelfofm lhe computation forrl - 5 and & = 3.

e) Lei P(A) be thc Fobability of an event A in a pmbabiliry space. Whar is rhe Fobability
lhat A is not rcalized in one Eial?

EigLli The sample oxercises from lDoignon & Falmagne .|985], p 176

The exp€ct9d corrsct results to the gxgrcises arg shown in figure 2. Giving the
exercises lo a group ol students may hypothetically lead to observablo solution
patterns shown in ligur€ 3. The data matrix is ord€red after frequency of corrgcl
answers to the exercises.
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Ej$3: Matrlx ot hypoth€tical solution pattorns lo tho samplg exsrcises
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Th€ lirst column enumgratgs the subjects. Th€ next 5 columns denole the answers

to tho exercises, where '1" means correct answer and "0' no correct answer. The

lasl column gives lhe number ol correct answers pet student. ThE last row shows

lhe total amount of cor€ct answ€rs to gvery gx€rcise. Figure 4 shows lhe resulting

set ot possible knowledge states.

{O, {e}, {c}, {e, c}, {e, c, d}, {e, b}, {e, b, c}, {e, b, d, c}, {e, b, a}, {e, b, a, c}, [e, c, d, b, a]]

EiqJ[: Possible knowledg€ states dedved from malrix of fig. 3

Figurs 5 shows the Hasse diagram ol thg knowledge statos structured according to

the surmise relalion. E.g. a student mastedng exerciss d) is surmised also to master

exercises c) and e).

Ei9!5: The Hasse diagram trom lDoignon & Falmagne 1985], p 177

Another matrix of solution patterns may be observed together with another solution

to ex€rcise a). This solution can be viewed as a special case ol exercise d).
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Eig,.]l: Anoth€r con€ct solution to €xsrclsg a)

Ths gitsndod data mairix is givon in figurg 7. Thg additional €ntrigs ars ma.kod
"23" and "24'. Thsy arg includod bgtw€€n "4" and '5". Tho oxtsndgd sot of possiblg

knowlsdgg stat€s in ligurq 8.
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Eh-Z: Extsnd€d matrix flom ig. 3
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{O, {e}, {c}, {e, c), {e, c, d}, (e, b}, {e, b, c}, {e, b, d, c}, {e, b, a}, {e, b, a, c}, (e, c, d, a},

{e, c, d, b, a}}

Ej!13: Exended set of knowledge states from fig. 4

Figure I shows the AND-OR-graph corresponding to the extended data matrix (cf.

fig. 7) and the extended set of possible knowledge states (ct. tlg. 8).

Eigi: The AND-OR-graph from lDoignon & Falmagne 1985], p 183

The AND-OR-graph of ligure 9 rspresents the slructure of a body of knowledgE

about elementary combinatorics and probability. The mastering ol each ex€rcise

requires canain knowledge within this domain. The graph visualizgs the surmise

relation, that a student mastering an gxerciso will also mastsr subordinale
gxercises. A student answering exercise d) correctly is surmised to bs able to

master both exercises c) and e) as well. This is indicated by thg AND-nod€

rgpresenling exercise d). Exercise a) is r€present€d by an OR-node. This means

from the mastery of exercise a) the mastgry of exercise b) or d) will be surmis€d.

I
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2. The ABSYNT-Diagnostics

The diagnostics in the ABSYNT problem solving moniloring syst€m (cf. lMöbus
19881, lMöbus 1989], lJanke 1989], lMöbus 1990]) consists of a goal-means-
relation (cf. lMöbus & Thol€, this volume]).lt contains many ditfgrent correct solutions
lo every of th€ ex€rcises which will be given to the students during the learning
period. ABSYNT includes a visual programming language (cf. Uankg & Kohned
19881), which is used by th€ stud€nt to program the presented €xercises. The
blueprints of the programs, which the stud€nts produce during their programming

sessions aro match€d against the correct solutions representgd in the diagnostics.
The diagnostics is designed to suppon the student in a way adapted to her/his
individual approach to the solution ol the current exsrciss.

The AND-OB-Graph2.1.

The ABSYNT-diagnostics is ol a collection ol AND-OR-graphs consisting of directed
connections and two ditferenl sortrs of nodes. The round-shaped nodes (ct. fig. 10f)

represent possible goals which can be pad of a correct solution for the current
exercis€. The square-shaped nodes represent the ABSYNT-nodes, which aro pan

of the programming language. These are the only terminal nodes. The round-
shaped topmost nodos of €v€ry graph can be viewed as the goal to compute the
€nlire exercise. An empirical validation of the goals lrom the goal-means-relalion is

report€d in lMöbus & Thole, lhis volum€].

The exercises by Doignon & Falmagne and th€ exp€cted correct results ol figurg 2
can easily be represented in ABSYNT-Diagnostics-AND-OR-graphs. Figures 10a -
10e show a corr€sponding coll€ction of ABSYNT-Diagnostics-AND-OR-graphs.

Eig-L0a: ABSYNT-D|agnoslics-AND-OR-graph for exercise a)
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EiqJto!: ABSYNT-Dlagnostics-AND-OR-graph tor €x€rdsa b)

Ej!-llb: ABSYNT-D|agnostics-AND-OR-graph tor exercise c)

EigJ[od: ABSYNT-Diagnostlcs-AND-OR-gEph tor ex€rcise d]

$'t@$,Ucc)rnmr,K))
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Fid. 10e: ABSYNT-D|agnostics-AND-OR-graph for exercise o)

Fig. 1 0f : ABSYNT-Diagnostics-AND-OR-graph for binary subtraction

The upper-case letters 'N', 'p", ,'K', 'St', and'S2. stand for subgoals of th€ goals_
means-relalion (cf. lMöbus & Thole, this volume]). The lower-case len
'd', and'b" stand forthe resp€clive ex€rcises. 'consd,, ,,power', "quotient,, 'Fodud', and
"diff' stand for primitives ol the ABSYNT programming language, meaning
"constant", "power", "division., ,'multiplication',, and ,,subtraction,,. pan of the
ABsYNT-diagnostics-graph fo. the subtraction is shown in figure 1Of. ',lac,, stands
lor "factorial", which is not a primitjve; but there exists already a',fac'-graph in the
diagnosis, because the tactorial is on€ of our own exercis€s.

The graphs from tigur€ 10 can be combined to a single AND-OR-graph, which
represents the goal inclusions of th€ exercises following lhe analysis of Doignon &
Falmagne. Figure 11 shows an ABSyNT-fram€ which is a correst solulion lot
ex€rcise d) programmed with calls to ex€rcjses b), c), and o). The corresponding
path through the ABsYNT-diagnostics is given in ligure 12.
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The sample solution to exercise d), (cf. tig. 11), includes sample solutions to the
exercises b), c), and e). This is viewed as a subgoal structure in the ABSYNT-
diagnostics. This subgoal slruclure is shown in figure 13 for tho entire set of
exercises.

Eig...rL!l: AND-OR-graph showing subgoal inclusion (ABsYNT-diagnostics)

Figure 14 is a topographically modifiod reprint ol llgure 9. lt shows the original AND-
OR-graph by Doignon & Falmagns. This modification is a necsssary to. the
combined (ov€rlay) representalion of figures 13 and 14, which is shown in tigure 15

to visually supporl the comparison.
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EigJg: AND-OR-graph from fig. 9 (surmise relalion)

Eig-[5: Combined graphs from fig.s 13 and 14
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Comparison

Surmis6 Relation

The surmise-relation means that from mastery of ex€rcise a) can be inferred the
mastery of exercises b) and e) orthe mastery of exercises d), c), and e). The nodes of
the AND-OR-graph by Doignon & Falmagne represent lhe exercises; the
connections order them according to the surmise 16lation.

The main purpose of the AND-OR-graph is to setue as a source forthe construction
of a binary decision tr€€. Each path through this tree leads to one set of abilities.
Each of these sets represenls one possible knowledge state. The tree is used to
assess the stud€nt's knowledge state, i.e. to selec{ one of the possible knowledge
states and to surmise it as the student's current one, with as few questions
(exercises) as possible.

3.2. ABSYNT-Diagnostics

The ABSYNT-AND-OR-graph means that, according to the given problem analysis,
€xercise a) can be solved with calls to solutions to exercises d) and e) or with calts to
solulions to exercises b) and e). Exerciso d) can be sotved wjth calls to sotutions of
exercises b), c), and e). The nodes represent lhe exErcises. The connections relate
them after possible abstractions in case of corect solutions.

The AND-OR-graph is used to match the student's blueprints against the known
correqt solutions represented in lhe graph. Depending on the current state of woft
0n the program the known solution with best malch is assumed to be the one
closest to the student's intended solution. lt will be used to generate the helps
olf€r€d to the stud€nt.

The match is meant to select from the known solutions the one lo which the
student's blueprint can be completed. The aid given to th€ students will be based
0n this selected solution.



3.2.1. Th€ Missing Connection

ln the examplo lhe ABSYNT-graph generally contains more connections lhan lhe

surmise-graph. With one exception the surmise-graph can be said lo be more

abstract, because it contains only connections which are also pan ot th€ ABSYNT-

graph.

The interesting €xception is the missing connection b€tween b) and e). This

conneclion coutd easily b€ included by augmenting the diagnostics with a

tautology: Ths formula of gxercis€ e) applied to itsell and again applied to any term

always returns the t€rm, because

1-('l-x) = 1-1+x = x

A solulion to exercise b) containing a construction like this can be corrsct; but it is

unnecessarily complex, and therelor€ it is not a good programming style.

Suitability for Distinct Domains

The surmis€-graph refl€cts the empirical data of observable subjects' behaviour.

The ABsYNT-diaqnosti6 retlects the task structure, which was €laborated in a

detailed analysis of the given domain.

The approach of Doignon & Falmagne can be applied to domains with weak task

structur€s, e.g. everyday knowledge. lt can also be applied in cases wh€re the

subjects' behavior does not follow the underlying task slruclure. The ABSYNT-

diagnostics can be used to explain individual and task-dependent behaviour of

subjects acting according to the task analysis in a well-structured domain. Th€

graphs may be identical or diffgrenl, depending on the empirical data.

The explaining ability ol the ABsYNT-diagnostics can serye as a theoretical

loundation for indüidualized suppo at a detailed lev€|.
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